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PART 1 – MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS WHILE TRAVELING IN ITALY

We will be examining TWO modes of communications — cellular and Wi-Fi. Cellular will 
provide both telephone communications and Internet (data) services. With either kind of cellular 
service, you pay a provider (“carrier”) for the service because you use that carrier’s network and 
communications infrastructure. Examples of carriers in the United States include AT&T, Verizon, 
T-Mobile and Sprint. In Italy, the carriers include TIM (Telecom Italia), Vodafone, Wind, and Tre. 
As for Wi-Fi, it is strictly Internet access that is provided generally for free at many locations 
worldwide, including airports, hotels, private homes, coffee shops, libraries, restaurants, and 
even in some outdoor locations. Wi-Fi is also increasingly available on airplanes, buses, trains 
and ships. Even in 2018, you should expect slower Wi-Fi connections than what you are used to 
at home or at places like Starbucks. Through an Internet connection (whether it’s cellular or  
Wi-Fi), you have access to the web, Facebook, your email, as well as telephone-type services 
such as Skype, Apple FaceTIme, as well other services that support telephone-like audio and 
video communications such as WhatsApp, Facebook Messenger and others. The point is that 
these services can be used on available Wi-Fi networks for your communications back to family 
and friends at home without paying any fees.
Today’s smartphones obviously provide cellular telephone services, but they offer both cellular 
and Wi-Fi Internet data services as well. Simpler “flip-phones” (a.k.a. “feature phones”) – yes, 
they’re still around – are generally used exclusively for cellular telephone service, though some 
do also provide rudimentary Internet data service.
Today’s tablets (e.g.: iPad) are computers that will always connect via Wi-Fi, but optionally 
connect as well to the for-pay cellular data services for internet access (not cellular telephone).
When it comes to deciding how to handle communications while traveling abroad, you have a 
few options:
1. Take your own device – the smartphone of flip phone you use all the time – configured for 

International Service. This is becoming the most popular option albeit possibly more 
expensive. Verizon sells iPhones and other brands that work on the Verizon network (using 
the USA-only CDMA network) as well as the GSM networks used in Europe and elsewhere.

2. Get a “carrier-unlocked” device before leaving, or if your phone is eligible (for example, you 
have paid-off the phone and/or it is out-of-contract). With an unlocked phone you can then 
purchase an Italian SIM card upon arrival [a SIM card is a small smart card – like a camera 
memory card – that contains a unique identifier used by cell carriers as well as a unique 
local phone number. Phones with a missing SIM card become disabled.]

3. Purchase an inexpensive cellular device in Italy (or in the U.S. for use in Italy)
4. Renting a device before you leave. I used to do this, but it is no longer viable for me. If you 

are interested, check out www.PlanetFone.com. I don’t cover this choice beyond this.

Let’s examine the first three options in greater detail…
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OPTION 1: TAKING YOUR OWN DEVICE CONFIGURED FOR INTERNATIONAL SERVICE
Setting Up International Service
When you travel abroad with a cell phone that is tied to (or locked to) a service contract to a 
particular U.S. Carrier (e.g.; AT&T), you will be in roaming mode and by definition outside your 
carrier’s home network. This means that your phone will connect into local carriers that have 
established a business relationship with and connection to your U.S. Carrier. 
Roaming with your own cell phone outside the US usually means there will be extra charges on 
your bill upon your return. These charges include voice calls, sending texts, and accessing 
Internet data (i.e.; going online over a cellular network (a.k.a., "data roaming”) rather than Wi-Fi. 
The latter includes using apps that rely on Internet connections (e.g.; your FaceBook or Twitter 
apps). Connection charges while abroad have reduced considerably over the last few years. For 
me, it has gotten to the point that I am willing to bypass the hassles and just pay more to use my 
AT&T iPhone – as is – while traveling. I can use my phone number as well. By the way, all this 
also applies to my iPad.
When planning your trip to Italy, start by assessing how you plan to use your device — whether 
you will be making a few or a lot of phone calls, business calls, sending and receiving text 
messages, and how freely and frequently you'll want to get online to check email and 
FaceBook, browse the web, access maps and other in-country information, get driving 
directions and travel itinerary information, or use other mobile apps that rely on Internet data.
It is important to understand that Verizon and Sprint cell phones use a cellular protocol called 
CDMA while AT&T and Sprint devices use the GSM protocol. It’s an important distinction 
because the protocol used throughout Europe is GSM. Some of the more modern smartphones 
you can purchase at Verizon – like the iPhone 6 and later models – are CDMA phones, but are 
also unlocked for GSM by providing a separate SIM card required by GSM networks. This 
means that today, Verizon phones are true “world phones”. In any event, I want to emphasize 
that Verizon and Sprint users should check with their carriers to confirm compatibility in Europe 
as well as pricing plans. More on this follows.
You can take your GSM-compatible device (AT&T and T-Mobile) and simply pay as you go on 
your normal plan for all these services. But the costs can really add up when considering all the 
voice minutes, text messages and data downloads you are likely to make daily. Nowadays, 
there are a number of plans available including multi-phone and family plans. There are also 
short-term, month-by-month international plans available. AT&T has offered a plan where if you 
do use the service while traveling abroad, you are charged $10 per day that you actually use the 
service plus a deep discount on your connection charges dictated by the specific plan you use 
back home. AT&T calls this feature the International Day Pass. Verizon offers something 
similar.
I strongly recommend that you peruse your carrier’s website, or call, for information on special 
short-term International Packages for your device. This allows you to stay connected at a 
lower cost while roaming abroad. AT&T offers a global calling package called Passport that cuts 
the per-minute cost of phone calls and a flat-fee data plan that includes a certain amount of 
gigabytes of data. Your normal plan may already include international coverage, as T-Mobile's 
does. You should check with your carrier to fully understand what coverage you have (or don’t).
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Setting up international service is a fairly painless process, but it does require careful evaluation 
and understanding first:
1. Confirm that your phone will work in Europe. Nearly all newer phones work fine abroad 

(as do older phones purchased through AT&T and T-Mobile), but I strongly advise that you 
check with your carrier, as model specifications change frequently. Some CDMA models 
(Verizon and Sprint) do not offer the GSM support required for Italy.

2. Research your provider's international rates. Plan pricing varies wildly by carrier. Call 
your provider or check their website for the latest pricing, particularly since plans and 
policies change constantly without notice.

3. Activate international service. A day or two before you leave, call your carrier or log on to 
your mobile phone account to activate international roaming for voice, text, and/or data 
(whichever features you plan to use), and sign up for any international packages. AT&T 
offers the aforementioned Day Pass (which I use now), but also let’s you sign up for a 
month-by-month, pay-as-you-go service called AT&T Passport. You will get cheaper service 
on per-call, per-message and per gigabyte data in addition to a one-time monthly charge. 
There are different tiers available depending on your expected usage. For example, for a trip 
to Italy a couple of years ago, my AT&T Passport cost $30 for the monthly service (again, 
there are other options depending on planned usage). This gave me unlimited texting, $1 
per minute talk (phone), and 120 Megabytes of Internet data with overage charged at $0.25 
per Megabyte.

4. Cancel international service when you get home. When you return from your vacation, 
cancel any add-on plans that you activated for your trip. With the AT&T Passport service 
mentioned above, it cancels automatically after the 30-day period. With the Day Pass, you 
don’t need to do anything. If you want, it will kick-in automatically as soon as you use it 
outside the U.S.

Calling Instructions When Using Your U.S. Cellular Phone While Roaming in Italy
REMEMBER THIS: The Italy country code for dialing purposes is +39

> FOR LOCAL CALLS WITHIN ITALY: 
Simply dial the local number as listed (without the +39 country code) just as you would a 
landline. 

> FOR CALLS BACK TO THE U.S.: 
dial "+" 1, followed by 10-digit number (typically, hold down the "0" key for "+" sign). 
e.g.: +1 302-555-1156 to dial someone back in good-ole Delaware

> IF YOU ARE IN ITALY AND NEED TO RECEIVE A CALL FROM SOMEONE IN ITALY:
Callers in Italy calling YOU while traveling in Italy need to dial their international access to your 
phone (as they normally would when calling you back home): +1 302 xxx xxxx  They need to 
precede your phone number with the international calling code for the U.S.:  +1 . Remind your 
Italian callers that they will incur a long-distance charge – even if you are sitting across from 
them at dinner!
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> IF YOU NEED SOMEONE FROM THE U.S. TO CALL YOU IN ITALY:
The caller from U.S. simply needs to dial your wireless number (302-xxx-xxxx) as they normally 
would. To them, it’s just a local call. They don’t even have to know that you are traveling abroad!

OPTION 2: USING A “CARRIER-UNLOCKED” DEVICE WITH AN ITALIAN SIM CARD
Currently in the U.S., when you sign up for a contract (typically for two-years) with a cellular 
carrier, your phone is “carrier-locked;” that is, it will only work with that carrier. For example, you 
cannot simply take your current AT&T iPhone to Italy and have it switched to work natively with 
an Italian carrier (it will “roam,” but that is different). The fact that the phone is “locked” to AT&T 
makes it more expensive to operate even with an International package in place.
However, once your phone is off-contract and/or paid-off, you have the right to ask your carrier 
to reconfigure your phone so that it becomes “carrier-unlocked.” After all, when the contract 
expires, the phone’s full ownership passes to YOU. Having the phone unlocked is simple to do 
these days, and can all be done online. Check with your carrier telephone support staff or 
website. I have a separate document available that outlines the unlocking procedures.
This option is best if you anticipate heavy phone or data use while traveling abroad. It’s 
important to understand that this option gives you an in-country mobile number (it’s tied to the 
SIM) and access to cheaper rates than you'd get through your US carrier, even with an 
international plan. Generally with a European SIM card, it's free to receive domestic texts and 
calls, about 2–20 cents/minute to make domestic calls and calls within the European Union, and 
5–15 cents to send a text within Europe. But, rates and plans vary widely so be sure to 
understand your options when purchasing your SIM abroad. You will find that the employees at 
the stores speak english. Generally it’s best to stop at the many carrier shops and kiosks 
located at airports upon your arrival.
As already mentioned, when choosing this option, keep in mind that you get a local phone 
number because you are outfitting the phone with a SIM card you obtain in Italy. You cannot use 
your normal U.S.-based number, and of course, you need to communicate your temporary 
number to your contacts. Calls to you on an Italian SIM will be a international call. For some 
people traveling on business, this option may be a show-stopper as they may find it more 
advantageous to use their normal U.S.-based business phone number. 
For the best rates, buy a new SIM card every time you arrive in a new country, but you can 
“reload” your SIM for a later trip as long as it is taken within a year or two. Check with the Italian 
carrier. SIM cards in Italy can be purchased at your airport-of-entry, and at just about any 
Tabacchi stores, newsstands, vending machines, and dedicated cellular stores throughout the 
country. 
What I did for a while was to take a previous paid-off model of iPhone that either my wife or I 
were using prior to upgrading to our current phone, and then having it unlocked by AT&T. We 
could then take that phone on our trip to Italy and purchase a SIM card with pre-paid minutes 
and a data plan upon arriving in Italy, put it into the SIM tray (most devices have these now), 
and off we’d go. This does not involve the more expensive roaming charges and international 
plans that were discussed previously. The phone essentially becomes an Italian phone on a 
local carrier utilizing considerably less-expensive services. And… no monthly charge.
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Note to Verizon and Sprint users: As already mentioned, some of the latest Verizon and 
Sprint smartphone models – iPhones in particular – are true “World Phones” in that they also 
include “carrier-unlocked” compatibility with the European GSM cellular protocol which is 
supported via a SIM card that you can insert in the SIM tray present on these models. It is best 
to verify this by consulting a representative at Verizon/Sprint, or on the website.

Shopping for a SIM Card In Italy
If you plan on using a smartphone to access internet-based data (email, web browsing, etc) 
while traveling, look for a SIM card that not only gives you telephone minutes, but also includes 
data (measured in Gigabytes (GB) these days). Expect to pay about $15-30 for a SIM that 
includes one month of data within the country where you purchased it. Be aware that more and 
more smartphones (especially iPhones) use smaller micro-SIM or nano-SIM cards. Make sure 
you get the right size card for your phone!! Check your owner’s manual or the manufacturer’s 
website. Be sure you know which model smartphone you have. It’s highly likely that the 
representative you talk to will know the specifications of your model. They can also open the 
SIM tray to verify the size of the SIM card.
Before buying a SIM card, ask the representative about rates for calls within the country; to and 
from other countries you'll be visiting; and, if you plan on calling home to the US. Also check the 
rates for data use (internet) and for sending/receiving a text message (called an "SMS" in 
Europe). Make sure you get rates for data and texting both within and outside the card's home 
country. Rates can vary wildly from carrier to carrier and store to store. As I mentioned, don’t be 
overly concerned about a possible language barrier; you’ll find that most employees in these 
stores do speak english.
Set up your SIM card. Once you buy your SIM card, ask the clerk to set it up for you and make 
a test call to be sure it's working properly. When turning on the device, you may be prompted to 
enter the SIM PIN number, which you may be asked to enter every time you start up the phone. 
If this is security feature is enabled, you may be able to disable it. If text or voice prompts are in 
another language, you can most likely change this to english on the device; ask the clerk about 
this. You’ll find that in Italy they are happy to help you out. Finally, find out how to check your 
credit balance (usually you'll key in a few digits and hit "Send"). Remember to record your new 
phone number so you can pass it on to family, friends and business associates back home. For 
calls to you from the U.S., they will need to dial the country code prefix for Italy, +39  followed by 
the full phone number assigned to your in-country SIM card.
Note that many countries, including Italy, require you to register the SIM card with your passport 
as an antiterrorism measure, so be sure to have that with you. If that's the case, it may take an 
hour or two after submitting the information before you can actually use the phone. Generally, it 
doesn’t take that long, in my experience.
Topping up your SIM card. When you run out of credit, you can top it up at newsstands, 
tobacco shops (“Tabacchi” stores), cellular phone stores, or many other businesses (look for the 
SIM card's logo in the window). Tell the clerk how much credit you want. You'll either get a 
voucher with instructions (in most cases, to top up credit, you'll punch in a long string of 
numbers on your phone), or the clerk will send the credit directly to your phone. Of course 
nowadays, most carriers let you top-up online via their website. Be aware that most European 
SIM cards expire after a certain period of inactivity (typically 3 to 24 months), so use up the 
credit or hand it off to another traveler who could utilize it.
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One final tip: if you have the type of (generally older) cell phone that allows you to save contact 
numbers directly onto the SIM card, I recommend you save the numbers to the contacts app on 
the device instead, otherwise you’ll lose access to the numbers when you switch SIMs. In any 
case, when storing phone numbers, include the plus (+) sign and the country code to ensure 
that your calls will go through, regardless of where you're calling from. On many devices the (+) 
sign can be generated by pressing and holding the 0 (zero) key on the keypad.

Calling Instructions When Using an Italian SIM Card (with Italian phone number)
> FOR LOCAL CALLS WITHIN ITALY: 
simply dial the local number as listed (without the +39 country code) just as you would a 
landline.
> FOR CALLS BACK TO THE U.S.: 
dial "+" 1, followed by 10-digit number (typically, hold down the "0" key for "+" sign). 
e.g.: +1 302-555-1156 to dial someone back in good-ole Delaware. This call will be at 
international call rates against your SIM credit.
> IF YOU ARE IN ITALY AND NEED TO RECEIVE A CALL FROM SOMEONE IN ITALY:
Callers in Italy calling YOU while traveling in Italy will simply dial your number. For them this is 
just a local call since you are using an Italian SIM card and have an Italian phone number even 
though it’s on YOUR carrier-unlocked phone.
> IF YOU NEED SOMEONE FROM THE U.S. TO CALL YOU IN ITALY:
The caller from U.S. will need to make an international call to your Italian phone number and will 
be charged for the call. Be sure to give your family, friends and business associates your Italian 
phone number when you obtain your in-country SIM card. Be sure to instruct them to use the 
+39 country access code for Italy followed by your Italian phone number.

OPTION 3: PURCHASING A CELLULAR DEVICE IN ITALY
If it's not possible to unlock your phone, you can purchase an inexpensive unlocked phone upon 
arrival at your destination (it's around $20 to $40 for a basic unlocked phone). It's also possible 
to buy an inexpensive mobile phone in Europe that already comes with a SIM card. You also 
have the option of purchasing an inexpensive unlocked GSM device without a SIM card before 
your trip, then purchase the SIM card in-country upon arrival. Incidentally, these inexpensive 
GSM phones are available on Amazon.com. In the past, I’ve used the BLU Zoey phone. Oh… 
and by the way, this option is actually quite a handy way to go if you travel frequently to Italy 
during the year.
Calling Instructions When Using a Cellular Phone Purchased in Italy
The same tips apply as listed at the end of Option 2 just above.
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PART 2 – ACCESSING THE INTERNET IN ITALY

When using your smartphone, tablet, or even your laptop, you can get Internet access via a  
Wi-Fi connection – a “hot-spot” – which is generally free except for hotel Wi-Fi. If you have a 
smartphone or a cellular-enabled tablet or computer, you can access the Internet over a 
cellular network, but remember: you’re going to pay for it.
The most cost-efficient way to access the Internet is via Wi-Fi hotspots during your trip. Even if 
you have an international data plan with your device, you're better off saving most of your online 
tasks for Wi-Fi; at least your most data-intensive tasks involving photos and videos as well as 
movie and music streaming.
If you plan to use any new apps on your device — such as language translators, ebook readers, 
or transportation or mapping apps — be sure to download or update them before your trip, when 
bandwidth isn't an issue. [Bandwidth is a term that refers to how much data is sent and 
received]. If you must download apps while traveling, it is best to do so while connected to a  
Wi-Fi network where there will be no data-usage costs involved.

Finding Wi-Fi When Traveling
Many hotels in Italy offer free Wi-Fi, but a good number — especially the more exclusive hotels 
— still charge a daily fee for Wi-Fi access. In many hotels, Wi-Fi is well implemented and will 
work quite well for you; in others, the signal is less reliable or doesn't work well (or at all) beyond 
the lobby (many Italian hotels are in very old buildings with thick stone walls). Wi-Fi signals are 
often good enough to read and send email, but way too slow to stream movies or make a video 
call.
If Wi-Fi is important to you, ask about it when you book a hotel room — and check that you will 
be able to access it from your room specific room. As in the U.S., you should find logon 
instructions in the room or at the reception desk.
When you're out and about, your best bet for finding free Wi-Fi is often at a coffee shop (caffè-
bar). However, don’t expect to just wander in and get onto the Internet. They’ll usually tell you 
their Wi-Fi password if you buy something. Besides, it’s a common courtesy and the espresso is 
good!
You may also find Wi-Fi at a number of locations throughout the day — for example at tourist 
offices, in city squares, within major museums, at public-transit hubs, and aboard many trains 
and even inter-city buses. You may need to register or accept terms of service to get online, and 
some networks limit browsing time and access speeds.

Hints, Tips and Tricks for Using Cellular Data Roaming Smartly
Using international cellular data roaming to access Internet on your device is handy for times 
when you can't find Wi-Fi. But while convenient, cellular data roaming is also potentially very 
expensive, depending on your international plan rates. Try to be aware of how much data you're 
using, since you're probably paying for a limited amount of bandwidth. Your device’s settings will 
provide a panel for you to monitor your data usage. More about this later.
In any event, cellular data roaming can be worth it when you're out and about, need to get 
online, and don't want to waste your valuable vacation time hunting for a Wi-Fi hotspot. Reserve 
your most data-intensive tasks for those times when you can access a Wi-Fi network where you 
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will not incur charges. An example would be when you want to update your FaceBook page with 
your photos and videos of the day. 

Budgeting Your Data 
It’s easy if you follow these tips:
Avoid using the cellular network for bandwidth-intensive tasks. It’s worth 
repeating: Avoid using the cellular network for bandwidth-intensive tasks! 
Skyping, downloading apps, and watching YouTube all consume multi-
megabytes to gigabytes of data. Can it wait until you're on Wi-Fi? (You're on a 
Wi-Fi network when you see the symbol for Wi-Fi in the corner of your screen.) 
If you use a navigation app like Apple Maps, Google Maps, Ways, and others, 
there are easy ways to do so without using any cellular data. If you're lost and need to 
access a map and turn-by-turn directions, do so sparingly. Some apps, like Navigon, 
can have you download country maps to your device so that you don’t need to access 
maps real-time over an Internet connection.
Keep track of data usage. Upon arrival in Italy, start tracking how much data you're using. On 
your device's menu, look for an item like "cellular data usage" or "mobile data" and reset the 
counter at the start of your trip so you can monitor how many megabytes you've consumed. 
Most domestic carriers you have an international plan with will automatically send a text 
message warning if you approach or exceed your limit and will let you upgrade your package 
without penalty. There are also apps that will do this nicely for you. I recommend DataMan or 
better still, DataMan Pro, both available on the App Store for iPhone and iPad or from the 
Google Play store for Android devices. Nowadays, the carrier themselves offer apps that will 
give you up-to-date usage information to help you manage your international connection.
Limit automatic updates in your email and other apps. By default, many devices and apps 
are set to constantly check for a data connection and update information. You can cut your data 
use by switching off this feature in your various apps. Start with your email: go to your device's 
email settings and change them from "auto-retrieve" to "manual," or from "push" to "fetch." This 
means that you will have to manually download (or "fetch") your messages when you're on 
Wi-Fi rather than having them automatically downloaded (or "pushed") to your device. By the 
way, this eases battery usage as well. Additionally, if you receive an email with a large photo, 
video, or other file, you’re better off waiting to view it until you're on a Wi-Fi network.
Other apps — such as news, weather, social media, and sports and stock tickers — also 
automatically update. On some devices, you can select which apps are allowed to update via 
the cellular network. It's smart to disable these features in most of your apps so that they'll only 
update when you're on Wi-Fi. Yes, through the Settings app, you can go down a list of your 
installed apps and decide which you want to be able to use the cellular connection and which 
are to be restricted to Wi-FI. Check not only the settings within apps but the general system 
settings for your device. These various switches and controls are kind-of spread about, 
unfortunately.
You should also check in your settings that your device NOT automatically download system 
software and app updates! Generally, this can wait until you’re back home.
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Disconnect from your cellular network altogether. Because there are still many ways that 
you can accidentally consume your data quotas, I strongly recommend using the additional 
safeguard of manually turning off data roaming or cellular data (either works) when not using it. 
In settings, check under "cellular" or "network," or ask your service provider how to do it. Then, 
when you need to get online but can't find a Wi-Fi network, simply turn it on long enough for the 
task at hand, then turn it off again. 

A technique I like to use when traveling outside the U.S. is to simply put my device in “Airplane 
Mode.” This turns off ALL radios on the device (cellular, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, GPS, NFC and 
others), but then I enable just Wi-Fi when needed. Even on many airline flights you are required 
to enable Airplane Mode, which disables Wi-Fi, but then just re-enable Wi-Fi, while still in 
Airplane Mode, for in-flight use. The important thing is that all the other radios are disabled. 
Remember, just because it’s called AIRPLANE Mode doesn’t mean it’s to be used solely on an 
airplane!

BUON VIAGGIO!!
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